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Student Handout 10.10A, Rwandan Genocide 

Identity Cards, Ethnic Self-Perception, and Genocide in Rwanda (Source 5) 

This secondary source was written by Timothy Longman, a historian from Boston University, who did research 

in Rwanda and interviewed survivors such as Claudette. Read his text and then complete the analysis activities 

and questions that follow. 

1. Claudette grew up in the hills of southern Rwanda believing that she knew her ethnic identity. Like her 

parents and siblings, Claudette carried an identity card that classified her as a member of the Hutu ethnic 

group, the group that comprised nearly 85 percent of Rwanda's population. As a Hutu, Claudette lived free 

from the discrimination that plagued her Tutsi neighbors. She gained easy entrance to secondary school, 

while her Tutsi friends had to compete for a limited number of available spots. Like other southern Hutu, 

she was critical of the government for being dominated by northerners, but she did not live in fear of ethnic 

violence like her Tutsi neighbors, whose families had suffered attacks in the 1960s and who were distressed 

by the anti-Tutsi rhetoric that had been spreading through the country since 1990. 

  

2. In April 1994, Claudette’s world suddenly collapsed around her. When President Juvénal Habyarimana 

was killed in a mysterious plane crash, his supporters launched a campaign of mass violence against their 

perceived enemies, initially targeting political opponents regardless of ethnicity, but then, as the violence 

spread from the capital, focusing almost exclusively on Tutsi. Throughout the country, soldiers and civilian 

militia drove Tutsi out of their homes, gathered them in supposed sanctuaries — churches, schools, and 

government offices — and systematically slaughtered them. In every community, “civil defense” patrols 

were organized to search for Tutsi who had evaded extermination, including not only those in hiding, but 

also those who might be attempting to pass for Hutu. Rumors began to spread in Claudette's community 

that her family might not truly be Hutu. Since they had only moved into the area during her father’s 

childhood, a delegation was dispatched to their community of origin to investigate, and, indeed, word came 

back that Claudette’s grandfather, her father’s father, had been known as a Tutsi before he moved. 

Somehow, when he had settled in a new community, he had received a new identity card that stated his 

ethnicity as Hutu, and he had passed this new ethnic identity down through patrilineal succession to 

Claudette and her siblings. 

  

3. Overnight, Claudette’s family found themselves transformed into targets of murder. Her father fled, and 

because he had a Hutu identity card, he was able to find safety in another community, but eventually people 

from his home community found him and killed him. Claudette’s younger sister was saved from death only 

because she was young and beautiful; a soldier took her as his concubine and offered her protection in 

exchange for sex. When he fled to Zaire in July, he took her along. A third sister, who had lived in Kigali, 

was never suspected of being Tutsi and instead lived as a Hutu and fled into Zaire with other Hutu in July. 

Claudette, who had been home from secondary school on Easter break when the genocide began, took 

refuge with a group of Catholic nuns who sheltered her for two months until the Tutsi rebel group, the 

Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF), arrived and ended the genocide. 

I. Vocabulary 

Circle a few words in the text that are new or challenging for you. Write them in the chart below, along with 

your best guess of their meaning based on the context of the paragraph and your prior knowledge. Compare 

your guesses to the actual meaning (shared by your teacher or peers, or from a dictionary). 
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Word Your best guess Actual meaning 

  

  

    

  

  

    

  

  

    

  

  

    

II. Text Structure 

Pay attention to how the text is organized. How would you describe the purpose of each of the three paragraphs 

in Longman’s description of Claudette’s life in Rwanda? (What does each paragraph do within the larger text?) 

Paragraph 1: 

  

Paragraph 2: 

  

Paragraph 3: 

  

 III. Key Details 

Write a shorthand version of each paragraph’s purpose in the center bubble of each of the three charts below. 

Fill in the outer bubbles with key details relating to the central purpose of each paragraph. 
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Paragraph 1 

  

 

Paragraph 2 
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Paragraph 3 

  

 

IV. The Big Picture 

What does Longman’s text add to our understanding of the causes and effects of the 1994 genocide in Rwanda? 

 

 
 

  

  


